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GIVI in the world

ALGERIA
ANGOLA
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BERMUDA
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL
BULGARIA
CANADA
CHILE
CHINA
COLUMBIA
COSTA RICA
CROATIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GUATEMALA
GREECE
HOLLAND
HONG KONG
HUNGARY
ICELAND
INDIA
INDONESIA
ISRAEL
ITALY HEADQUARTERS

JAPAN
KUWAIT
LATVIA

LEBANON
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MACEDONIA
MALAYSIA
MALTA
MEXICO
MONTENEGRO
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
PANAMA
PHILIPPINES
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
RUSSIA
SERBIA
SINGAPORE
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH KOREA
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
TAIWAN
URUGUAY
THAILAND
TUNISIA
TURKEY
UKRAINE
UNITED KINGDOM
VENEZUELA
USA
VIETNAM

HEADQUARTERS

PRODUCTION PLANT

R&D CENTER

COMMERCIAL BRANCH

DISTRIBUTION HEADQUARTERS - R&D CENTER

THE COMPANY
The Company GIVI was founded in 1978 by an intuition of Giuseppe Visenzi, a 
talented rider during the sixties in several World Championship categories, and 
very soon it became a leading company in the sector of motorcycle accessories.

In a very short space of time, the success of its products crossed both national 
and international boundaries thanks to the passion and the enterprising ability 
of its founder who was assisted with great care and determination by a team 
that has been continually able to think of and realise new products. The constant 
research carried out with the aim of developing materials and the use of new 
production technologies has been particularly decisive.

The result is now a range of accessories that are not only accessories, but 
proper accompaniments to motorcycles, ef�cient, technologically advanced 

and always with a new and winning design. GIVI, whose production facilities 
and Headquarters are located in Flero, in the industrial heartland of Brescia, is 
now able to offer its products in more than 50 Countries, with direct branches 
in France, UK, Spain, Germany, Tunisia, USA, Brazil, Malaysia, Cina, Vietnam and 
Indonesia. This widespread diffusion makes it possible to satisfy the needs of 
every motorcyclist everywhere in the world. 

GIVI boasts a production site that covers an area of over 30,000 sq mtrs, with 
a staff count of more than 150 employees, that take great care in all phases 
of production, from research / product planning to distribution, and having 
the ability to make use of the most modern technologies available, in order 
to achieve production responding to market requests characterized by a high 
technological content.

MADE IN ITALY
GIVI placed all manufacturing units and the main logistic warehouse within a 
few kilometers radius from the Headquarters in Flero (Brescia). A total of more 
than 150 trained employees work here, setting up and monitoring the work of 
advanced tools and production machinery.

GIVI is a strong believer in automation. It’s our highly skilled technicians who 
ultimately re�ne, assemble, polish and check the coupling of each and every 
product, ensuring optimum quality.

Today just a few Italian companies are structured to follow the true concept of 
bringing “Made in Italy” quality to the international market; GIVI is among those.
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MANUFACTURING
The manufacturing and plastic injection centre is also located 
in the city of Flero. Here the polymers, the raw material used 
to manufacture the hard side and top cases, are blended 
to GIVI’s speci�cations. After strict quality control they 
are conveyed to the automated injection press line. The 
un�nished products are then processed by anthropomorphic 
robots that complete the main assembly stages. In a nearby 
area the latest generation CNC mills cut the molds. In the 
�nal stage, all the molds are manually checked to assure the 
perfect alignment of their components. 

All metal parts are manufactured in the metal works 
facility, also located in Flero. CNC mills cut, bend, weld and 
machine the metal with the highest precision. Every single 
piece composing our motorcycle �tting kits for side and 
top cases comes from this facility. The laser cutting of the 
metal sheets allows absolute dimensional precision, within 
a 0.1 mm tolerance.

THE R&D DEPARTMENT
The need for a technical of�ce has been a GIVI priority since the very beginning. The 
decision to turn it into a fully independent R&D Department was �nalized when the 
company entered the motorcycle helmet sector as a manufacturer. The R&D Department 
is the pride of GIVI: inside its of�ces a full team of technicians, designers and engineers 
follow new projects through every single stage.

A second, smaller but fully equipped R&D Department works on the projects aimed 
toward the South Asian market. This unit is located inside the manufacturing unit of GIVI 
Malaysia, however all the main ideas and innovations �elded mostly during the last 10 
years by the brand, were born in Flero. This is a very important area composing of a light 
and airy, open “thinking” space, and a helmet testing lab. 

QUALITY CONTROL
One of our strongest assets is the pursuit of a quality standard that can greatly elevate 
the riding comfort and safety of motorcyclists.

This is GIVI’s mission. A commitment made possible by teamwork, based on responsible 
product development and great respect for the end user.

GIVI employs the best available technology to offer ease of use, safety and emotional 
involvement, turning the brand into a lifestyle. Composite techno �bres, exclusive 
techno polymers, complex molds, high precision machinery and injection processes, 
strict quality controls, products, shapes, details and ever new destinations of use testify 
the total dedication of the brand to the consumers’ needs.



TREKKER ALASKA 36 TREKKER DOLOMITI 36 TREKKER 46

Pair of MONOKEY® Trekker Alaska aluminium 
side cases, 36 ltr

Pair of MONOKEY® Trekker Dolomiti aluminium side cases,
36 ltr, with MONOKEY® �tting system

Black case with aluminium �nish
and top opening, 46 ltr 

E360 TREKKER 33 TREKKER II 35 TREKKER DOLOMITI 30 E22

36 ltr. black case Black case with aluminium �nish
and top opening, 33 ltr 

35 ltr. side case, black with aluminium �nish 30 ltr. side case, aluminium Pair of black panniers, 22 ltr.

MONOKEY® SIDE CASES

MONOKEY®

TREKKER OUTBACK 58 TREKKER OUTBACK 42 TREKKER ALASKA 56 TREKKER ALASKA 44

58 ltr. top case, aluminium 42 ltr. top case, aluminium 56 ltr. top case, aluminium 44 ltr. top case, aluminium

TREKKER 52 TREKKER II 35 TREKKER 33 / 46 V56 MAXIA 4

52 ltr. top case, black with aluminium �nish 35 ltr. top case, black with aluminium �nish Black case with aluminium �nish
and top opening, 46 and 33 ltr 

56 ltr. top case, black with aluminium �nish

V56NN MAXIA 4 TREKKER DOLOMITI 46 TREKKER DOLOMITI 30 V47

56 ltr. top case, black with carbon
pattern �nish

46 ltr. top case, aluminium 30 ltr. top case, aluminium 47 ltr. top case, black with aluminium �nish

V47NN V46 E460 V40

47 ltr. top case, black with carbon
pattern �nish

46 ltr. top case, black 46 ltr. top case, black 40 ltr. top case, black

 TOP CASES
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FIXED

TREKKER OUTBACK ATV

110 ltr. top case, aluminium

Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder  
PL_ _ _CAM / PLR_ _ _CAM / PLO_ _ _CAM / PLOR_ _ _CAM.MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

TREKKER OUTBACK 48 TREKKER OUTBACK 37

Trekker Outback aluminium side-case, 
48 ltr (left-side or right-side)

Trekker Outback aluminium side-case, 37 ltr 
(left-side or right-side)

SIDE CASES

TOP CASES

Attention: this case can ONLY be mountedwith the side-case holder PLX / PLXR.MONOKEY® SIDE

V37 V37NN V35

Pair of side-cases, black, with central insert painted
matt silver and red re�ectors, 37 ltr

Pair of side-cases, black, with Carbon Look inserts
and red re�ectors, 37 ltr

Pair of black panniers, 35 ltr 

SIDE CASES

MONOLOCK®

E46 RIVIERA B47 BLADE E470 SIMPLY III E450 SIMPLY II E43

46 ltr. top case, black 47 ltr. top case, black 47 ltr. top case, black 45 ltr. top case, black 43 ltr top-case, black,
with upper insert painted brushed silver

B37 BLADE E370 B360 E340 VISION B330

37 ltr. top case, black 37 ltr. top case, black 36 ltr. top case, black 34 ltr. top case, black 33 ltr. top case, black

B32 BOLD C30 E300N2 B29

32 ltr. top case, black 30 ltr. top case, black 30 ltr. top case, black 29 ltr. top case, black

TOP CASES

30 ltr. top case, black
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HARD BAGS
TOP-CASES

SIDE CASES

MONOKEY® SYSTEM
Monokey®, patented by GIVI, is the most widespread fitting system for hard cases and side cases. 
Simple to use, Simple to use, it allows the opening of the top case lid and the detachment of the case 
from the fitting plate with just one key. All the Monokey® products combine the best characteristics 
of mechanical resistance and rigidity of the fitting, with features including compact and light 
components. The even distribution of the load on the plate surface is guaranteed by the three fitting 
points. The damping of oscillation and vibration and the contact between the bottom shell and the 
plate are assured by four spacers made of elastic material, which is particularly resistant to extreme 
weather and temperature variation. Thanks to these solutions a high level of reliability of the fitting is 
guaranteed.

MONOLOCK® SYSTEM
In order to offer a wider range of applications and uses, GIVI has introduced Monolock®. Following 
the same philosophy that defines the Monokey® fitting system; this second solution is mostly 
made for lighter vehicles, such as scooters and maxi-scooters. Even with limitations of maximum 
load, this system of fitting combines performances comparable to those of the Monokey® system 
with components boasting lighter and far smaller dimensional restrictions. Because of its natural 
compatibility with different kinds of motorcycles, it is appreciated by the most important brands of 
motorcycle producers, who have adopted it for their original accessories. As well as for Monokey®, 
the opening of the case top shell and the detachment of the case from the plate are operated with 
just one key.

MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE SYSTEM
The Trekker Outback are cases especially created for off-road use. To support all the demands of 
off-road travel, a fitting system and side-case holders stronger than standard Monokey are required. 
For this reason, the new Monokey Cam-Side system has been developed which fixes the case in 
four different points whilst at the same time maintaining the possibility to be released quickly from the 
rack. The specific side-case holders are the PL_ _ _CAM and PLR_ _ _CAM that are manufactured 
using tubular steel with an 18 mm diameter, and are fixed to the bike in different points, in order to 
strengthen the structure. Besides the panel of the frame where the case is linked, it is better if the 
rubber support points are moved in the perimetric zones of the case.

MONOKEY® SIDE SYSTEM
Introduced to the market in 2006, the Monokey® Side attaches onto the side of the above-mentioned 
two fitting systems, and thereby introducing different fitting solutions for the motorcyclist. Patented 
by GIVI, Monokey® Side represents an interesting evolution of the classic system constituted by the 
“fitment Kit plus the side-bag”. The new solution introduces new advanced technical features and 
some other points of interest: the cases that adopt Monokey® Side can be recognized by the shaped 
profile of the base and by the addition of two new fixing points, composed by “sleds”. The latter 
receive the disengagement movement from the case release button and determine a significant and 
further increase in overall stability. Monokey® Side allows greater adhesion of the case to the side of 
the motorcycle, improving the aerodynamic aspect. The motorcyclist’s habits won’t change, since it 
will continue to open/close and attach/detach the case equipped with Monokey® Side with one key 
and push button.
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  TREKKER ALASKA 36

ALA36APACK2 TREKKER ALASKA

* 
ALA36APACK2

Pair of MONOKEY® Trekker Alaska side 
cases with a natural aluminium finish, 36 
ltr, equipped with matching lock cylinders 
plus a third matching lock cylinder for 
mounting a separate top-case.

 

* 
ALA36BPACK2

Pair of MONOKEY® Trekker Alaska side 
cases with aluminium finish, matt black 
painted, 36 ltr, equipped with matching 
lock cylinders plus a third matching lock 
cylinder for mounting a separate top-case.

 

OPTIONAL
E188 Additional padded handles for Trekker 

Alaska 36 ltr  
E144 Elastic cargo net  
E145 Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to 

fit on the rear side  
E146 Set of 3 protective adhesive rubbers  
E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  
E205 NEW Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to 

mount the tank TAN01  

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.  

T506
Waterproof inner bag 35 ltr for Trekker 
Outback 37 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 36 ltr., 
Trekker Alaska 36 ltr.

 

T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.  
XL01 NEW 20-ltr expandable water resistant cargo bag  
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* With MONOKEY® fitting system. It can only be mounted with the 
pannier holder PL_ / PLR_ / PLO_MK / PLOR_MK. 

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

36 LT

SIZES

37
4

260
562

SECURITY LOCK

optional

E188 E144 E145 E146

T506 E205 XL01 E198

The cases are detached from the 
side frame by turning an external 
knob that is equipped with a cable 
system (patent pending).

Easy to load: the Trekker Alaska 
has a hook system (patent pending) 
allowing it to be tilted without releasing 
it completely from the frame. 
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HARD BAGS  TREKKER ALASKA 56  

ALA56A TREKKER ALASKA
* ALA56A Trekker Alaska top-cases with a natural 

aluminium finish, 56 ltr  

* ALA56B Trekker Alaska top-cases with aluminium 
finish, matt black painted, 56 ltr  

OPTIONAL
T512 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

58 ltr.  

S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 
traction load 75 kg.  

E161 Inner elastic cargo net for OBKN58 
Trekker Outback  

E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 
thermal flask  

STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® 
top-cases. To be combined with a 
MONOKEY® fitting plate. Security Lock 
system

 

E201 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 
OBKN58 Trekker Outback.  

E208S NEW Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in 
black fabric with ALASKA logo  

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

56 LT

SIZES

32
8

463
559

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T512 S351 E161 E199

STF500S S410 E198 E201

The cases are detached from the 
side frame by turning an external 
knob that is equipped with a cable 
system (patent pending).

RENFORCED HINGES

Two handles placed on the back of the 
top case, which are also integrated 
with the strong hinges on the lid
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 TREKKER ALASKA 44 

ALA44A TREKKER ALASKA
* ALA44A Trekker Alaska top-cases with a natural 

aluminium finish, 44 ltr  

* ALA44B Trekker Alaska top-cases with aluminium 
finish, matt black painted, 44 ltr  

OPTIONAL
T511 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

42 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 46 ltr.  

S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 
traction load 75 kg.  

E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 
thermal flask  

STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® 
top-cases. To be combined with a 
MONOKEY® fitting plate. Security Lock 
system

 

E202 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 
OBKN42 Trekker Outback.  

E233S NEW Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in 
black fabric with ALASKA logo  

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

44 LT

SIZES

33
1

421
464

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T511 S351 E199 STF500S

E198 E202 S410 E233S

The cases are detached from the 
side frame by turning an external 
knob that is equipped with a cable 
system (patent pending).

RENFORCED HINGES

Two handles placed on the back of the 
top case, which are also integrated 
with the strong hinges on the lid
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HARD BAGS  TREKKER OUTBACK 48

TREKKER OUTBACK 48
* 
OBKN48AL

Left-side Trekker Outback natural aluminium 
side-case, 48 ltr  

* 
OBKN48AR

Right-side Trekker Outback natural 
aluminium side-case, 48 ltr  

* OBKN48APACK2 Pair of Trekker Outback natural aluminium 
side-cases, 48 ltr  

** 
OBKN4837APACK2

Pair of side-cases Trekker Outback in 
natural aluminium. 1 OBKN48AL (left) and 1 
OBKN37AR (right)

 

* 
OBKN48BL

Trekker Outback Black Line, aluminium side-
case matt black, painted, 48 ltr  

* 
OBKN48BR

Trekker Outback Black Line, aluminium side-
case matt black, painted, 48 ltr  

** 
OBKN48BPACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback Black Line, aluminium 
side-case matt black, painted, 48 ltr.  

** 
OBKN4837BPACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 1 
OBKN48BL (left) and 1 OBKN37BR (right)

 

OPTIONAL
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.  
XL01 NEW 20-ltr expandable water resistant cargo bag  
EA120 Waterproof cargo bag 15 ltr.  
GRT714B Black waterproof roll-bag, with yellow interior, 20 ltr  
E143 Additional padded handles  
E144 Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the hinges 

predisposed on the lid.  

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to fit 
on the rear side of the Trekker Outback and 
Trekker Dolomiti. 

 

E146 Set of 3 protective adhesive rubbers for Trekker 
Outback covers.  

E148 Removable support in stainless steel to mount 
the tank TAN01  

E205 NEW Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to mount 
the tank TAN01  

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for the 
transportation of fuel, water or oil.  

T507 Waterproof inner bag 45 ltr.  
E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  
E204 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of OBKN48 

Trekker Outback.  
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

48 LT

SIZES

38
7

306
495

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T507 T521 XL01 EA120

GRT714B E143 E144 E145

E205 + TAN01 E199 + STF500S E204 E198

* Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ 
_ _CAM / PLO_ _ _CAM / PLR_ _ _CAM / PLOR_ _ _CAM. Opening the lid 
completely could possibly be impeded by the presence of a top-case or by 
parts of the bike. If this happens it is possible to remove the lid using a spe-
cially provided mechanism on the case. ** With matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder to be mounted in a 

suitable separate top-case
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 TREKKER OUTBACK 37

TREKKER OUTBACK 37
* 
OBKN37AL

Left-side Trekker Outback natural aluminium 
side-case, 37 ltr  

* 
OBKN37AR

Right-side Trekker Outback natural 
aluminium side-case, 37 ltr  

** 
OBKN37APACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback natural aluminium 
side-cases, 37 ltr.  

** 
OBKN4837APACK2

Pair of side-cases Trekker Outback in 
natural aluminium. 1 OBKN48AL (left) and 1 
OBKN37AR (right).

 

* 
OBKN37BL

Left-side Trekker Outback Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr  

* 
OBKN37BR

Right-side Trekker Outback Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr  

** 
OBKN37BPACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback Black Line, aluminium 
side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr.  

** 
OBKN4837BPACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 1 
OBKN48BL (left) and 1 OBKN37BR (right)

 

OPTIONAL
XL01 NEW 20-ltr expandable water resistant cargo bag  
EA120 Waterproof cargo bag 15 ltr.  
GRT714B Black waterproof roll-bag, with yellow interior, 20 ltr  
E143 Additional padded handles  
E144 Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the hinges 

predisposed on the lid  

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to fit 
on the rear side of the Trekker Outback and 
Trekker Dolomiti. 

 

E146 Set of 3 protective adhesive rubbers for Trekker 
Outback covers.  

E148 Removable support in stainless steel to mount 
the tank TAN01 on Trekker Outback cases  

E205 NEW Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to mount 
the tank TAN01  

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for the 
transportation of fuel, water or oil.  

T506 Waterproof inner bag 35 ltr  
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.  
E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  
E203 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of OBKN37 

Trekker Outback.  
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

37 LT

SIZES

38
7

246
495

SECURITY LOCK

optional

T506 T521 XL01 EA120

GRT714B E143 E144 E145

E148 + TAN01 E162 + STF500S E203 E198

* Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ 
_ _CAM / PLO_ _ _CAM / PLR_ _ _CAM / PLOR_ _ _CAM. Opening the lid 
completely could possibly be impeded by the presence of a top-case or by 
parts of the bike. If this happens it is possible to remove the lid using a spe-
cially provided mechanism on the case. ** With matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder to be mounted in a 

suitable separate top-case
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HARD BAGS  TREKKER OUTBACK 58

TREKKER OUTBACK 58

* OBKN58A
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK 
motorcycle case in natural aluminium, 58 
ltr

 

* OBKN58B
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK 
motorcycle case in aluminium, matt black 
painted, 58 ltr

 

OPTIONAL
T512 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

58 ltr.  
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  

E161 Inner elastic cargo net for OBKN58 
Trekker Outback  

E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask.  
E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® 
top-cases. To be combined with a 
MONOKEY® fitting plate. Security Lock 
system

 

E172 Polyurethane backrest (black)  

E185

Universal handle for cases in aluminium. 
Compatible with: OBKN58 Trekker 
Outback, OBKN42 Trekker Outback, 
DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti, DLM30 Trekker 
Dolomiti

 

E201 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 
OBKN58 Trekker Outback.  

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

58 LT

SIZES

32
3

454
555

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T512 T521 S351 E161

E199 + STF500S STF500S S410 E172

E185 E201 E198
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 TREKKER OUTBACK 42

TREKKER OUTBACK 42

* OBKN42A
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK 
motorcycle case in natural aluminium, 42 
ltr

 

* OBKN42B
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK 
motorcycle case in aluminium, matt black 
painted, 42 ltr

 

OPTIONAL
T511 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

42 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 46 ltr.  
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  
E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  

E148
Removable support in stainless steel 
to mount the tank TAN01 on Trekker 
Outback cases

 

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® 
top-cases. To be combined with a 
MONOKEY® fitting plate. Security Lock 
system

 

E168
Inner elastic cargo net for OBK42A / 
OBKN42A / OBK42B / OBKN42B Trekker 
Outback

 

E173 Polyurethane backrest (black)  

E185

Universal handle for cases in aluminium. 
Compatible with: OBKN58 Trekker 
Outback, OBKN42 Trekker Outback, 
DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti, DLM30 Trekker 
Dolomiti

 

E202 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 
OBKN42 Trekker Outback.  

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

42 LT

SIZES

32
3

454
409

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T511 T521 S351 E162 + STF500S

STF500S E148 + TAN01 S410 E168

E173 E185 E202 E198
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HARD BAGS  TREKKER II 35
TRK35N TREKKER II 35

* TRK35N 35 ltr top and side case black with anodised 
aluminium finish  

* 
TRK35PACK2

Pair of 35 ltr top and side case black with anodised 
aluminium finish, equipped with matching lock 
cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder for 
mounting a separate top-case.

 

* TRK35B 35 ltr top and side case black with anodised 
aluminium finish, matt black painted  

* 
TRK35BPACK2

Pair of 35 ltr top and side case black with anodised 
aluminium finish, matt black painted, equipped with 
matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock 
cylinder for mounting a separate top-case.

 

OPTIONAL
T484C NEW Inner bag for Trekker cases TRK33, TRK35 and 

TRK46, 33/46 ltr.  
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* This case can be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ / PLR_ / PLO_MK / PLOR_MK.

optional

T484C E198

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

35 LT

SIZES

43
4

248
538

SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

 TREKKER 52
TRK52N  TREKKER

* TRK52N 52 ltr top-case black with anodised aluminium finish  
* TRK52B 52 ltr top-case black with aluminium finish, matt 

black painted  

OPTIONAL
T490B NEW Inner bag for TRK52 Trekker top-case, 52 ltr.  
UT807C 20-ltr expandable water resistant cargo bag  
E125 Four rings kit for T10N elastic net anchor. The rings must be 

anchored to the top-case by making four holes of ø10mm  

E133S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black 
fabric with GIVI logo  

T10N Elastic cargo net, black, 1 piece  
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 75 kg.  
E142B Metal rack (black) for TRK52  
S150 Universal small nylon rack  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® top-cases. 
To be combined with a MONOKEY® fitting plate. 
Security Lock system

 

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

T490B UT807C E125 + T10N E133S

T11N S351 E142B S150

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

52 LT

SIZES

46
0

315
600

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR
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 TREKKER 46/33

TRK46N / TRK33N TREKKER
* TRK46N 46 ltr top-case black with anodised aluminium 

finish with top opening  
** 
TRK46PACK2 Set of two TRK46N Trekker case  

* TRK46B 46 ltr top-case black with aluminium finish, 
matt black painted, with top opening  

** 
TRK46BPACK2

Set of two TRK46B Trekker case matt black 
painted  

* TRK33N 33 ltr case black with anodised aluminium 
finish with top opening  

** 
TRK33PACK2 Set of two TRK33N Trekker cases  

* TRK33B 33 ltr top-case black with aluminium finish, 
matt black painted, with top opening  

** 
TRK33BPACK2

Set of two TRK33B Trekker cases matt black 
painted  

OPTIONAL
E118 Polyurethane backrest (black)  

E120B
Metal rack (black), smaller than the E120, it 
uses the same holes and allows the opening 
of the case for TRK46 / TRK33

 

E152 Metal rack (black), it does not allow the top 
opening of the case to be opened  

S150 Universal small nylon rack  

E125
Four ring kit to anchor T10N elastic net. 
The rings must be anchored to the case by 
making four holes of ø10mm

 

T484C NEW Inner bag for Trekker cases TRK33, TRK35 
and TRK46, 33/46 ltr.  

T10N Elastic cargo net, black, 1 piece  
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  

E149 Support in stainless steel to mount the tank 
TAN01  

E205 NEW Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to mount 
the tank TAN01  

E205KIT-
TRK NEW

Support in stainless steel to mount the tank 
TAN01 onto TRK33N, TRK33B, TRK46N, 
TRK46B.

 

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for the 
transportation of fuel, water or oil.  

E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® top-
cases. To be combined with a MONOKEY® 
fitting plate. Security Lock system

 

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  

info 46 lts

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES

41
1

310
526

SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR CAPACITY

info 33 lts

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

33 LT

SIZES

41
1

230
526

SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

optional

E118 E120B S150 E125

S351 T484C T10N T11N

* This case can be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ / PLR_ / PLO_MK / PLOR_
MK. Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a stop light kit
** With matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder to be mounted in 
a suitable separate top-case



16 s = Item available until it runs out of stock

HARD BAGS  TREKKER DOLOMITI 46
DLM46 TREKKER DOLOMITI

* DLM46A Trekker Dolomiti MONOKEY® case in a natural 
aluminium finish, 46 ltr  

* DLM46B Trekker Dolomiti MONOKEY® case in a aluminium 
finish, matt black painted, 46 ltr  

OPTIONAL
E164 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
T511 Waterproof Inner bag  
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.  
GRT714B Black waterproof roll-bag, with yellow interior, 20 ltr  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 75 kg.  
E166 Inner elastic cargo net for Trekker Dolomiti  
E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for thermal 

flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® top-cases. 
To be combined with a MONOKEY® fitting plate. 
Security Lock system

 

E165 Nylon rack for DLM30 and DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti  
E185 Universal handle for cases in aluminium.  
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

E164 T511 T521 GRT714B

 TREKKER DOLOMITI 30
DLM30 TREKKER DOLOMITI

* DLM30A

Trekker Dolomiti MONOKEY® case in a natural 
aluminium finish, 30 ltr. Can be used as both a top-
case (compatible with all Monokey plates), or as a 
side-case (compatible with PL_ _ / PLO_ _ / PLR_ 
_ / PLOR_ _ side frames)

 

* DLM30B

Trekker Dolomiti MONOKEY® case in aluminium 
finish, matt black painted, 30 ltr. Can be used as 
both a top-case (compatible with all Monokey 
plates), or as a side-case (compatible with PL_ _ / 
PLO_ _ / PLR_ _ / PLOR_ _ side frames)

 

OPTIONAL
E164 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 75 kg.  
GRT714B Black waterproof roll-bag, with yellow interior, 20 ltr  
T514B Inner bag for DLM30 Trekker Dolomiti case, 30 ltr.  
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.  
E166 Inner elastic cargo net for Trekker Dolomiti  
E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® top-cases. 
To be combined with a MONOKEY® fitting plate. 
Security Lock system

 

E165 Nylon rack for DLM30 and DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti  
E185 Universal handle for cases in aluminium.  
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

E164 T514B T521 E166

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

30 LT

SIZES

24
0

410
460

SECURITY LOCK

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES

34
0

410
460

SECURITY LOCK CAPACITY
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 TREKKER DOLOMITI 36

DLMK36 TREKKER DOLOMITI
DLMK36APACK2 Pair of 36 ltr natural aluminium cases plus 

a third lock cylinder, all with the same key.  

DLMK36BPACK2
Pair of 36 ltr aluminium cases, matt black 
painted, plus a third lock cylinder, all with 
the same key.

 

OPTIONAL

T506
Waterproof inner bag 35 ltr for Trekker 
Outback 37 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 36 ltr., 
Trekker Alaska 36 ltr.

 

T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.  
EA120 Waterproof cargo bag 15 ltr.  
XL01 NEW 20-ltr expandable water resistant cargo bag  

E144
Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the 
hinges predisposed on the Trekker 
Outback lid, Trekker Dolomiti and Trekker 
Alaska

 

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to 
fit on the rear side of the Trekker Outback 
and Trekker Dolomiti. Dimensions 205 x 
45 mm

 

E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
E199 NEW Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  
E205 NEW Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to 

mount the tank TAN01  

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.  

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

36 LT

SIZES

37
9

242
495

SECURITY LOCK

optional

T506 T521 EA120 XL01

E144 E145 E205 E199 + STF500S



18 s = Item available until it runs out of stock

HARD BAGS  V56 MAXIA 4

V56N MAXIA 4

V56N
Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, red reflectors and anodised 
aluminium finish

 

V56NT
Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, smoked reflectors and anodised 
aluminium finish

 

V56NN
Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, red reflectors and Carbon Look 
inserts

 

V56NNT
Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, smoked reflectors and Carbon Look 
inserts

 

OPTIONAL
CV47_ _ _ Painted cover (standard and specific 

colours)  
CV47N Black embossed cover  
T468C NEW Inner bag for V56 Maxia 4 top-cases.  
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  
E159 Metal rack (black) for V56 / V47  
S150 Universal small nylon rack  

E111
Specific backrest for MONOKEY® 
top-case E55 MAXIA 3 / V56 MAXIA 4 
covered with black/grey fabric

 

E160

Stop light with LED. This product is 
exempt from homologation in accordance 
with EU Regulation 168/2013. We invite 
you to check the existing legislation in 
your country.

 

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® 
top-cases. To be combined with a 
MONOKEY® fitting plate. Security Lock 
system

 

E175

Opening kit Keyless 2.0 for V56 Maxia 
cases. It allows the opening of the case 
through an app to be installed on your 
device, downloadable from the App Store 
and Google Play.

 

Cover CV47_ _ _

Silver Gloss Black Red White
B913

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

56 LT

SIZES

33
0

480
600

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

optional

CV47_ _ _ T468C T11N E111

E159 S150 E160 E175
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 V56 MAXIA 4 KEYLESS 2.0

V56 MAXIA 4 KEYLESS 2.0

V56NKL

Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, red reflectors and anodised 
aluminium finish, equipped with the 
Keyless 2.0 opening system through 
an app to be installed on your device, 
downloadable from the App Store and 
Google Play

 

V56NTKL

Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, smoked reflectors and anodised 
aluminium finish, equipped with the 
Keyless 2.0 opening system through 
an app to be installed on your device, 
downloadable from the App Store and 
Google Play

 

V56NNKL

Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, red reflectors and Carbon Look 
inserts, equipped with the Keyless 2.0 
opening system through an app to be 
installed on your device, downloadable 
from the App Store and Google Play

 

V56NNTKL

Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, smoked reflectors and Carbon 
Look inserts, equipped with the Keyless 
2.0 opening system through an app to be 
installed on your device, downloadable 
from the App Store and Google Play

 

OPTIONAL
CV47_ _ _ Painted cover (standard and specific 

colours)  
CV47N Black embossed cover  
T468C NEW Inner bag for V56 Maxia 4 top-cases.  
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  
E159 Metal rack (black) for V56 / V47  
S150 Universal small nylon rack  

E111
Specific backrest for MONOKEY® 
top-case E55 MAXIA 3 / V56 MAXIA 4 
covered with black/grey fabric

 

E160

Stop light with LED. This product is 
exempt from homologation in accordance 
with EU Regulation 168/2013. We invite 
you to check the existing legislation in 
your country.

 

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® 
top-cases. To be combined with a 
MONOKEY® fitting plate. Security Lock 
system

 

Cover CV47_ _ _

Silver Gloss Black Red White
B913

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

56 LT

SIZES

33
0

480
600

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

optional

CV47_ _ _ T468C T11N S351

E159 S150 E111 E160



20 s = Item available until it runs out of stock

HARD BAGS  V47

V47
* V47N 47 ltr top-case black with anodised 

aluminium finish and red reflectors  

* V47NT
V47 TECH top-case, 47 ltr, black with 
anodised aluminium finish and smoked 
reflectors

 

* V47NN 47 ltr top-case black with carbon pattern 
insert and red reflectors  

* V47NNT
V47 TECH top-case, 47 ltr black, with 
carbon pattern insert and smoked 
reflectors

 

OPTIONAL
CV47_ _ _ Painted cover (standard and specific 

colours)  
CV47N Black embossed cover  
E132 s Specific remote control  
E134S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in 

black fabric with GIVI logo  

E135

Stop light for top-case MONOKEY® V47. 
This product is exempt from homologation 
in accordance with EU Regulation 
168/2013. We invite you to check the 
existing legislation in your country.

 

T502B NEW
Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, 
B47 Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply 
II cases.

 

E159 Metal rack (black) for V56 / V47  
S150 Universal small nylon rack  
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® 
top-cases. To be combined with a 
MONOKEY® fitting plate. Security Lock 
system

 

E174

Opening kit Keyless 2.0 for V47, V40, B47 
Blade, B37 Blade, B360 cases. It allows 
the opening of the case through an app to 
be installed on your device, downloadable 
from the App Store and Google Play.

 

* Double pack. Price for single piece

Cover CV47_ _ _

Silver Gloss Black Red White
B913

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

47 LT

SIZES

32
0

450
590

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

optional

CV47_ _ _ T502B E134S E135

E159 S150 E132 E174
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 V47 KEYLESS 2.0

V47 KEYLESS 2.0

* V47NKL

47 ltr top-case black with anodised 
aluminium finish and red reflectors, 
equipped with the Keyless 2.0 opening 
system through an app to be installed on 
your device, downloadable from the App 
Store and Google Play

 

* V47NTKL

V47 TECH top-case, 47 ltr, black with 
anodised aluminium finish and smoked 
reflectors, equipped with the Keyless 2.0 
opening system through an app to be 
installed on your device, downloadable 
from the App Store and Google Play

 

* V47NNKL

47 ltr top-case black with carbon pattern 
insert and red reflectors, equipped with 
the Keyless 2.0 opening system through 
an app to be installed on your device, 
downloadable from the App Store and 
Google Play

 

* 
V47NNTKL

V47 TECH top-case, 47 ltr black, with 
carbon pattern insert and smoked 
reflectors, equipped with the Keyless 2.0 
opening system through an app to be 
installed on your device, downloadable 
from the App Store and Google Play

 

OPTIONAL
CV47_ _ _ Painted cover (standard and specific 

colours)  
CV47N Black embossed cover  
E134S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in 

black fabric with GIVI logo  

E135

Stop light for top-case MONOKEY® V47. 
This product is exempt from homologation 
in accordance with EU Regulation 
168/2013. We invite you to check the 
existing legislation in your country.

 

T502B NEW
Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, 
B47 Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply 
II cases.

 

E159 Metal rack (black) for V56 / V47  
S150 Universal small nylon rack  
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® 
top-cases. To be combined with a 
MONOKEY® fitting plate. Security Lock 
system

 

* Single pack

Cover CV47_ _ _

Silver Gloss Black Red White
B913

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

47 LT

SIZES

32
0

450
590

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

optional

CV47_ _ _ E134S E135 T502

E159 S150 T11N S410



22 s = Item available until it runs out of stock

HARD BAGS  V46
V46

* V46N 46 ltr top-case with black embossed cover and red 
reflectors  

* V46NT V46 TECH top-case, 46 ltr black with smoked 
reflectors  

OPTIONAL
C46N Black embossed cover  
E95S Specific backrest covered with black fabric  

E105S
Stop light with LED for top-case V46 / V46 Tech. 
This product is exempt from homologation in 
accordance with EU Regulation 168/2013. We invite 
you to check the existing legislation in your country.

 

E107B Metal rack (black) for V46  
S150 Universal small nylon rack  
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 75 kg.  
T502B NEW Inner bag  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® top-cases. 
To be combined with a MONOKEY® fitting plate. 
Security Lock system

 

* Double pack. Price for single piece

 V40
V40

* V40N 40 ltr MONOKEY® top-case black, with red 
reflectors  

* V40NT 40 ltr MONOKEY® top-case black, with smoked 
reflectors  

OPTIONAL
E131S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black 

fabric with GIVI logo  
C40_ _ _ Painted Cover (standard colours)  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® top-cases. 
To be combined with a MONOKEY® fitting plate. 
Security Lock system

 

E174
Opening kit Keyless 2.0 for V47, V40, B47 Blade, 
B37 Blade, B360 cases. It allows the opening of the 
case through an app to be installed on your device, 
downloadable from the App Store and Google Play.

 

* Double pack. Price for single piece

optional

E131S C40_ _ _ S410 E174

info Cover C40_

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

40 LT

SIZES

34
0

440
530

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

Silver

Painted with standard colours

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES

31
0

440
555

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

Cover C46N

Painted with  
standard colours

C46N E95S E105S T11N

S351 T502B S150 S410
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 E22
E22

E22N Pair of panniers black  

info

MAX LOAD

5 KG
VOLUME

22 LT

SIZES

37
0

225
470

 E460
E460

* E460N 46 ltr top-case, black with red reflectors  

OPTIONAL
T502B NEW Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 

Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.  
E79 Polyurethane backrest (black)  

E92
Stop light for MONOKEY® top-case E460. This 
product is exempt from homologation in accordance 
with EU Regulation 168/2013. We invite you to 
check the existing legislation in your country.

 

T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  
E81B Metal rack (black)  
S150 Universal small nylon rack  

S410
Universal Trolley Base for MONOKEY® top-
cases. To be combined with a MONOKEY® fitting 
plate. Security Lock system

 

* Double pack. Price for single piece

optional

T502B T11N S351 S150

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES

31
2

423
567

CAPACITY



24 s = Item available until it runs out of stock

HARD BAGS  E360
E360

* E360N 40 ltr MONOKEY® top-case, 40 ltr, black with red 
reflectors  

OPTIONAL
T502B NEW Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 

Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.  
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black  
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  
E81B Metal rack (black)  
S150 Universal small nylon rack  
E83 s Polyurethane backrest (black)  
* Double pack. Price for single piece / Cannot be fitted onto plates with an instal-
led electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

T502B T11N S351 S150

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

40 LT

SIZES

42
3

280
567

 V35
V35

* V35N Pair of painted side-cases, black embossed with 
painted insert and red reflectors  

* V35NT Pair of painted side-cases, black embossed with 
painted insert and smoked reflectors  

OPTIONAL
C35N Pair of paintable covers for V35N in smooth ABS  
C35_ _ _ Painted Cover (standard colours)  
T443D NEW Pair of soft inner bags for V35 and V37 cases, 

35 ltr.  
* Pair of cases with matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder 
to be mounted in a suitable separate top-case. Attention: this case can only be 
mounted with the side-case holder PLX/PLXR.

optional

C35_ _ _ T443D

info Cover C35_ _ _

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

35 LT

SIZES

39
4

316
526

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

Mat Silver Silver Gloss Black Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours
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 V37

V37

* V37N
Pair of side-cases, black, with central 
insert painted matt silver and red 
reflectors, 37 ltr

 

* V37NT
Pair of side-cases, black, with central 
insert painted matt silver and smoked 
reflectors, 37 ltr

 

* V37NN Pair of side-cases, black, with Carbon 
Look inserts and red reflectors, 37 ltr  

* V37NNT Pair of side-cases, black, with Carbon 
Look inserts and smoked reflectors, 37 ltr  

OPTIONAL
CV37G814 Pair of painted covers (specific colour)  
T443D NEW Pair of soft inner bags for V35 and V37 

cases, 35 ltr.  
* Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder 
PLX/PLXR.

Cover CV37_ _ _

Silver

info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

37 LT

SIZES

38
5

325
570

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T443D



26 s = Item available until it runs out of stock

HARD BAGS  E46 RIVIERA 

E46 RIVIERA

E46N
46 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with 
red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

E46NT
46 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with 
smoked reflectors, universal mounting 
plate included

 

OPTIONAL

T502B NEW
Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, 
B47 Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply 
II cases.

 

SL101 1 - Security lock set including cylinder, 2 
keys, bush and under lock platelets  

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES

30
5

448
578

CAPACITY

optional

T502B SL101
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 B47 BLADE
B47 BLADE

* B47NML 47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black) with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included  

* 
B4700NML

47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black) with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate not included  

* B47NTML
47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), with 
smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

* 
B4700NTML

47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), with 
smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate not 
included

 

OPTIONAL
C47_ _ _ Painted cover (standard and specific colours)  
E126 Stop light for top-case MONOLOCK®  
E132 s Specific remote control  
E131S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black 

fabric with GIVI logo  
T502B NEW Inner bag.  

E174

Opening kit Keyless 2.0 for V47, V40, B47 Blade, 
B37 Blade, B360 cases. It allows the opening of 
the case through an app to be installed on your 
device, downloadable from the App Store and 
Google Play.

 

SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 
and under lock platelets  

* Double pack. Price for single piece.

optional

C47_ _ _ E131S T502B E174

 E470 SIMPLY III
E470 SIMPLY III

* E470N
47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case SIMPLY (black 
embossed) with red reflectors, universal 
mounting plate included

 

* E4700N
47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case SIMPLY (black) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate not 
included

 

* E470NS
47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case SIMPLY (black) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included, cover not included

 

* E470NT
47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case SIMPLY (black 
embossed) with smoked reflectors, universal 
mounting plate included

 

OPTIONAL
C470N Black embossed cover  
E110 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
T502B NEW Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 

Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.  

SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 
and under lock platelets  

* Double pack. Price for single piece. 

optional

E110 T502B SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

47 LT

SIZES

32
5

425
555

CAPACITY

E126: This product is exempt from homologation in accordance with EU 
Regulation 168/2013. We invite you to check the existing legislation in your 
country.

Cover C47_ _ _

Silver Pearl White
B912

White
B913

Painted with standard colours

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

47 LT

SIZES

34
0

445
570

CAPACITY
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HARD BAGS

 E43
E43

E43NMAL+
MONOLOCK® top-case, black, 43 ltr., with upper 
insert painted brushed silver. Universal kit and 
plate are included. Equipped with elastic cargo 
net, backrest, soft touch inner mat

 

OPTIONAL
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets  

optional

SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

43 LT

SIZES

33
5

455
546

CAPACITY

 E450 SIMPLY II
E450 SIMPLY II

* E450N
45 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

* E450NT
45 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), with 
smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

* E4500N
45 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate not 
included

 

OPTIONAL
E84 Polyurethane backrest (black)  

T502B NEW Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 
Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.  

SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 
and under lock platelets  

* Double pack. Price for single piece.

optional

E84 T502B SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

45 LT

SIZES

32
5

415
555

CAPACITY
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 B37 BLADE
B37 BLADE

* B37N 37 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black) with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included  

* B37NT
37 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), with 
smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

OPTIONAL
C37_ _ _ Cover painted (standard and specific colours)  
E131 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
E132 s Specific remote control  
E126** Stop light for top-case MONOLOCK® B47 and 

B37.  

E174

Opening kit Keyless 2.0 for V47, V40, B47 Blade, 
B37 Blade, B360 cases. It allows the opening of 
the case through an app to be installed on your 
device, downloadable from the App Store and 
Google Play.

 

SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 
and under lock platelets  

* Double pack. Price for single piece.

optional

C37_ _ _ E131 E126 E174

info Cover C37_ _ _

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

37 LT

SIZES

33
0

440
495

CAPACITY

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

 E370
E370

* E370N
39 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

* E370NT
39 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

OPTIONAL
C370N Black embossed cover  
C370_ _ _ Painted Cover (standard and specific colours)  

E108
Stop light. This product is exempt from 
homologation in accordance with EU Regulation 
168/2013. We invite you to check the existing 
legislation in your country.

 

E109 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets  
* Double pack. Price for single piece. 

optional

C370_ _ _ E108 E109 SL101

info Cover C370_ _ _

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

39 LT

SIZES

32
4

415
480

CAPACITY

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

** This product is exempt from homologation in 
accordance with EU Regulation 168/2013. We 
invite you to check the existing legislation in 
your country.
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HARD BAGS

 E340 VISION
E340 VISION

* E340N
34 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

* E340NT
34 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

 

OPTIONAL
E196 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets  
* Double pack. Price for single piece / Cannot be fitted onto plates with an instal-
led electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

E196 SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

34 LT

SIZES

30
5

415
485

CAPACITY

 B360
B360

* B360N2 36 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included  

* B360NT2 36 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with smoked 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included  

OPTIONAL
E131S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black 

fabric with GIVI logo  

E174

Opening kit Keyless 2.0 for V47, V40, B47 Blade, 
B37 Blade, B360 cases. It allows the opening of 
the case through an app to be installed on your 
device, downloadable from the App Store and 
Google Play.

 

SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 
and under lock platelets  

* Double pack. Price for single piece.

optional

E131S E174 SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

36 LT

SIZES

34
0

440
495

CAPACITY
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 B330
B330

B330N Black MONOLOCK® top-case 33 ltr with red 
reflectors. Universal kit and plate are included  

B330NT Black MONOLOCK® top-case 33 ltr with smoked 
reflectors. Universal kit and plate are included  

OPTIONAL
E176 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets  

optional

E176 SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

33 LT

SIZES

31
4

440
436

CAPACITY

 B32 BOLD
B32 BOLD

* B32NMAL Black MONOLOCK® top-case 32 ltr. Universal 
mounting plate included  

OPTIONAL
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets  
E195 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
* Not compatible with plate MONOLOCK® MM

optional

SL101 E195

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

32 LT

SIZES

30
3

433
405

CAPACITY
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HARD BAGS  C30 
C30

C30N 30 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included  

C30NT 30 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with smoked 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included  

* Double pack. Price for single piece.

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

30 LT

SIZES

30
1

394
420

CAPACITY

 E300N2
E300N2

* E300N2 30 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), universal 
mounting plate included (with Micro 2 lock)  

* E300NT2
30 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included (with Micro 2 lock)

 

OPTIONAL
E197 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets  
* Multi pack (4). Price for single piece

optional

E197 SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

30 LT

SIZES

30
0

400
410

CAPACITY
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 B29
B29

* B29N2
Black embossed MONOLOCK® top-case 29 ltr, 
with red reflectors, and universal mounting plate 
included

 

* B29NT2
Black embossed MONOLOCK® top-case 29 ltr, 
with smoked reflectors, and universal mounting 
plate included

 

OPTIONAL
E176 Polyurethane backrest (black)  
* Multi pack (4). Price for single piece

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

29 LT

SIZES

30
9

399
407

CAPACITY
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HARD BAGS

FIXED SYSTEM  TREKKER OUTBACK ATV 110 LTR

TREKKER OUTBACK ATV 110 LTR
OBK110A s Trekker Outback natural aluminium top-

case for ATV, 110 ltr  

OPTIONAL
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.  
EA126 Waterproof cargo bag, 80 ltr  

OBK110KIT
Universal fitting kit for mounting the 
OBK110 on the carrier of ATV with a 
diameter steel tube of between 18mm and 
25 mm

 

E162 Support in stainless steel for thermal flask  
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask  
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml  
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases  

info

MAX LOAD

20 KG
VOLUME

110 LT

SIZES

37
5

420
890

SECURITY LOCK

optional

S351 EA126 E162 E199

STF500S E198
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KEY LOCKS  SECURITY KEY LOCKS

KEY LOCKS STANDARD - RED
(COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MODELS OF CASES, EXCEPT THOSE EQUIPPED WITH A 

SECURITY LOCK)
Z227 1 - Set for 2 key locks with corresponding bush 

with red handle  

Z228 2 - Set for 3 key locks with corresponding bush 
with red handle  

Z1382 3 - Set for 5 key locks with corresponding bush 
with red handle  

Z140R 4 - Key locks with corresponding bush with red 
handle (thickness 2 mm)  

Z661 5 - Key locks with corresponding bush with red 
handle (thickness 2.5 mm)  

Z661G 6 - Blank key with red handle (thickness 2.5 mm)  

KEY LOCKS STANDARD - SILVER
(COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MODELS OF CASES, EXCEPT THOSE EQUIPPED WITH A 

SECURITY LOCK)
Z227A 1 - Set for 2 key locks with corresponding bush 

with silver handle  

Z228A 2 - Set for 3 key locks with corresponding bush 
with silver handle  

Z661A 3 - Key locks with corresponding bush with silver 
handle (thickness 2.5 mm)  

Z661GA 4 - Blank key with silver handle (thickness 2.5 
mm)  

KEY LOCKS  KEY LOCKS STANDARD - RED

KEY LOCKS  KEY LOCKS STANDARD - SILVER

SECURITY KEY LOCKS
SL101 1 - Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush and under 

lock platelets  

SL102 2 - Security Lock key set for 2 cases, including bush and under 
lock platelets.  

SL103 3 - Security Lock key set for 3 cases, including bush and under 
lock platelets.  

SL105

4 - Security Lock key set for 5 cases, including bushes. Only 
compatible with cases that are equipped with a Security Lock as 
standard. Can also be used in cases that are compatible with a 
Security Lock as an option, but it is important to purchase the 
corresponding under lock platelets

 

Z2400CNGR 5 - Blank key, with black handle (thickness 3 mm)  

The security lock is available as an accessory.

It is supplied as standard in the following items:
Trekker Outback - Trekker Alaska - Trekker Dolomiti - 
Maxia 4 - Trekker 33/35/46/52 - Weightless - V35 - V37 
- V47 - V46 - V40 - S250 Tool Box - S410 Trolley rack - 
Borse da serbatio TanklockEd - GRT709 - GRT720

It is compatible with the following items: 
E46 Riviera - E470 Simply III - E450 Simply II - E370 
- E340 Vision - E300N2 - E260 - E230 - B360N - 
B360N2 - B47 Blade - B37 Blade - B34N - B330 - B32 
Bold - C30 - B27NMAL

The security lock is not compatible with the 
following items: 
E55 Maxia (antecedente al 2012) - E52 Maxia - E41 
Keyless - E360 - E460 - E21 Cruiser - E22 - E36 - E45 
- E300N - E300B - E30 Tour - B29 - ST609 - 3D600
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HARD BAGS PLATES KIT RAPID RELEASE - PL_ / PLO_
MO

NO
KE

Y®
 PL

AT
ES M9A

MONOKEY® Plate. Made from 
aluminium 3 mm brushed and anodised 
aluminium,  with the specific racks _ _ _ 
FZ or with the specific rear racks SR _ _ 
_ where expressly indicated

M9B
MONOKEY® Plate. Made from black 
aluminium 3 mm brushed and anodised 
aluminium,  with the specific racks _ _ _ 
FZ or with the specific rear racks SR _ _ 
_ where expressly indicated

M8A
Anodised aluminium TREKKER RACK 
MONOKEY® plate to be combined 
with the specific racks _ _ _ FZ or with 
the specific rear racks SR _ _ _ where 
expressly indicated

M8B
Black anodised aluminium TREKKER 
RACK MONOKEY® plate to be 
combined with the specific racks _ _ _ 
FZ or with the specific rear racks SR _ _ 
_ where expressly indicated

M7
MONOKEY® plate to be combined 
with the specific racks _ _ _ FZ or with 
the specific rear racks SR _ _ _ where 
expressly indicated. Painted cover in 
matt silver available as an optional extra

CM7A900 Painted cover in matt silver for M7 
plate. To be combined with the M7 plate 
(sold separately)

M5
MONOKEY® plate to be combined 
with the specific racks _ _ _ FZ or with 
the specific rear racks SR _ _ _ where 
expressly indicated.

M3
MONOKEY® plate with an aluminium 
joint included, to be combined with the 
specific rear racks _ _ _F for the fitting 
of a MONOKEY® case

E251 Universal MONOKEY® plate including 
fitting kit to fit a case onto scooters or 
bikes with a rear rack already fitted

MO
NO

LO
CK

®
 PL

AT
ES M6M

MONOLOCK® plate equipped with a 
space for a “U” type padlock. To be 
combined with the specific racks _ _ _ 
FZ or with the specific rear racks SR _ _ 
_ where expressly indicated

M5M
MONOLOCK® plate to be combined 
with the specific racks _ _ _ FZ or with 
the specific rear racks SR _ _ _ where 
expressly indicated

MM
MONOLOCK® plate with an aluminium 
joint included, to be combined with the 
specific rear racks _ _ _F for the fitting 
of a MONOLOCK® case

Z113C2 Plate + cover plate + MONOLOCK® kit

OFMK Kit for MONOKEY cases configuration 
for PL ONE FIT not configured (PLO_ _ 
_ and PLOR_ _ _).

OFCAM Kit for MONOKEY CAM SIDE cases 
configuration for PL ONE FIT not 
configured (PLO_ _ _ and PLOR_ _ _).

01RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame

02RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame

03RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame

04RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame

05RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame

06RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame

07RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame

08RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame

09RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform 
the side case holder into a quick-release frame
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Tubular with 18mm diameter

The PL ONE-FIT will exist exclusively as a complete code, specific for each model of
motorcycle, already configured with the suitable fixing system for the chosen case model.

RICAMBI

A customer who has purchased a PLO_MK chassis, in case of a future 
purchase of a Monokey Cam-Side case, will have the possibility to buy the 

OFCAM kit  for the conversion of the fixing system, without having to buy a new 
frame. Vice versa, to transform a PLO_CAM frame into Monokey, 

just the OFMK spare part kit will be needed

Tubular with 16mm diameter

The classic frames PL_ (Monokey) and PLX_
(Monokey Side) can be configured as RAPID RELEASE

(PLR_ or PLXR_) with the addition of an RKIT.
Pre-configured R-frames will no longer exist

.

Some frames will not be convertible in Rapid Release.

PLO_ _ _ PL / PLX

The PL ONE-FIT in some cases can be configured 
as RAPID RELEASE with the addition of an RKIT.

Each configuration will be specific for each motorcycle model, because
some frames will not be convertible to Rapid Release.

For some motorcycle models, the PL ONE-FIT RAPID RELEASE will exist as a frame
already configured (PLOR_MK or PLOR_CAM), without having to add the RKIT

TREKKER ALASKA / TREKKER 46/35/33
TREKKER DOLOMITI 30 - E360 - E460

E22 - WL900 - GRT709 - GRT720

TREKKER OUTBACK 37 e 48 - GRT709

PLO_ _ _ MK
MONOKEY® 

con�guration

PLO_ _ _ MK
+ 0_RKIT

MONOKEY® RAPID RELEASE con�guration

PLO_ _ _ CAM
MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

con�guration

PLO_ _ _ CAM
+ 0_RKIT

MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE RAPID RELEASE 
con�guration

PL_ + 0_RKIT
MONOKEY®

RAPID RELEASE 
con�guration

PLX_ + 0_RKIT
MONOKEY® SIDE
RAPID RELEASE 
con�guration

EACH CONFIGURATION WILL, IN ANY CASE, BE SPECIFIC FOR EVERY MODEL OF MOTORCYCLE

OFMK
MONOKEY® 

con�guration

OFCAM
MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 

con�guration
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HARD BAGS

 T521 QUICKPACK
Resealable rucksack made of very resistant 
polyester. Capacity for 15 ltr.
It has 3 separate compartments. Specially designed 
to be placed inside the lid of the GIVI aluminium 
cases thanks to its elastic cord to fix it.

Info

VOLUME

15 LT 20
0

60

300

SIZES

43
0

100

300

 T443D
Pair of soft inner bags for V35 and V37 
cases, 35 ltr.
Their shape makes them usable inside the  V35 
and V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases only.
Equipped with two pockets at the front and rear of 
the main compartment, which open in exactly the 
same way as the case, to allow easy access to 
contents without removing the bag.
Equipped with handles and a shoulder carrying 
strap.

Info

29
0

270

440

SIZES SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE

HARD BAGS COMPLEMENTS
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 T502B
Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 
Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.
With padded handle and shoulder strap for 
transportation.
It is equipped with a large frontal pocket suitable for 
laptop screens up to 13.4 inches.

Info

31
0

250

460

SIZES REFLECTIVE SHOULDER STRAP

 T514B
Inner bag for DLM30 Trekker Dolomiti case, 
30 ltr.
The T514B can be comfortably used as a bag itself 
thanks to its sporty design, practical handles with 
padded grips and a removeable shoulder strap 
ensuring it can be easily carried manually..

Info

30
0

390

200

SIZES SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE

 T468C
Inner bag for V56 Maxia 4 top-cases.
Equipped with a large frontal pocket, the opening 
of the main compartment allows easy access to 
contents without removing the bag from the case.
The bag is equipped with padded handle and 
shoulder strap for transportation.

Info

30
0

220

450

SIZES SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE
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HARD BAGS  T484C
Inner bag for Trekker cases TRK33, TRK35 
and TRK46, 33/46 ltr.
Expanded it can be used in the TRK46 case, 
unexpanded the bag is adaptable instead to the 
TRK33, TRK35 cases.
The frontal pocket allows access to the bag when 
the case is opened on the upper side only. 
The main compartment is equipped with a net bag 
with zip closure to maintain contents in a vertical 
position.
The T484C can be comfortably used as a bag itself 
thanks to its sporty design, practical handles with 
padded grips and a removeable shoulder strap 
ensuring it can be easily carried manually..

Info

31
0

460

SIZES

170
> 250

SHOULDER STRAP EXPANDABLE REFLECTIVE

 T490B
Inner bag for TRK52 Trekker top-case, 52 ltr.
Equipped with a large capacity pocket, suitable 
for laptop screens up to 15 inches, with reflective 
linings.
The T490B can be comfortably used as a bag itself 
thanks to its sporty design, practical handles with 
padded grips and a removeable shoulder strap 
ensuring it can be easily carried manually..

Info

35
0

270

500

SIZES SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE

 T506
Bag with rectangular base 35 ltr for Trekker 
Outback 37 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 36 ltr., 
Trekker Alaska 36 ltr.
It can be used on the lid of the top-case or as a 
saddle bag, fixing it with standard elastic straps.
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
functionality
• Air vent
• Shoulder strap
• Two tubular fluorescent yellow elastic straps, with 
hooks.

Info

33
0

450

210

SIZES VOLUME

35 LT

ELASTIC STRAP SHOULDER STRAP WATER RESISTANT
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 T507
Bag with rectangular base 45 ltr. For Trekker 
Outback 48 ltr.
It can be used on the lid of the top-case or as a 
saddle bag, fixing it with standard elastic straps.
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof functionality
• Air vent
• Shoulder strap
• Two tubular fluorescent yellow elastic straps, with 
hooks..

Info

33
0

450

280

SIZES VOLUME

45 LT

ELASTIC STRAP SHOULDER STRAP WATER RESISTANT

 T511
Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 42 
ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 46 ltr.
It can be used on the lid of the top-case or as a 
saddle bag, fixing it with standard elastic straps or 
optional Trekker Straps S350.

Info

24
0

370

360

SIZES VOLUME

38 LT

ELASTIC STRAP WATER RESISTANT REFLECTIVE

SHOULDER STRAP

 T512
Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 58 
ltr. - Trekker Alaska 56
It can be used on the lid of the top-case or as a 
saddle bag, fixing it with standard elastic straps or 
optional Trekker Straps S350.

Info

24
0

370

510

SIZES VOLUME

54 LT

ELASTIC STRAP WATER RESISTANT REFLECTIVE

SHOULDER STRAP
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GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE
Definitions and Interpretation
(a)  For the purpose of these General Conditions of Sale, the following words and terms shall have the meaning set forth below:
- “Supplier” means GIVI S.P.A., having its registered office in Flero (BS), Via Ungaretti n. 48;
- “Products” means the goods and/or services supplied by GIVI S.P.A. and covered by these General Conditions of Sale;
- “Trademark[s]” means “GIVI” trademarks and other trademarks of which the Supplier is the owner in respect of the Products;
- “Distributor[s]” means any natural or legal person purchasing the Products for the purpose of their distribution, in accordance with these General Conditions of Sale;
- “Price List” means the official price list containing the Products’ prices applied by the Supplier to the Distributor, in force at the time of the order proposal;
- “Territory” means the territory where the Distributor is authorized to sell the Products;
- “Agreement” means any agreement entered into by and between the Supplier and the Distributor in accordance with these General Conditions of Sale. 
(b) These General Conditions of Sale shall govern the supply of the Products represented in the Price List and they shall be valid for any sale arrangements carried out through the Supplier’s 
e-commerce platform. Use of the e-commerce platform (i.e. “GIVI Web-Order”) shall be allowed exclusively to the Distributors expressly authorized by the Supplier and provided with the 
required password and credentials.
(c) It will not be possible to proceed to an order reservation if only one single provision of the present General Conditions of Sale will not be accepted. 
(d) The following terms and conditions are deemed to be accepted and binding for the Distributor even when the Distributor submits his order proposal through a means different from the “GIVI 
Web-Order” system and they will be valid also when the contractual proposal has been submitted to the Supplier by the Distributor’s local agent on his behalf. In such case the local agent will 
be authorized to submit the orders on the Distributor’s behalf, after the Distributor’s first acceptance of these General Conditions of Sale.   

1. SCOPE
1.1 These General Conditions of Sale shall apply to any supply of the Products carried out by the Supplier. 
1.2 These terms of business shall apply exclusively to any Agreement entered into by and between the Supplier and the Distributor; any Distributor’s conditions that conflict with or differ from 
these terms of business will not be recognized unless the Supplier has specifically agreed to this in writing.
1.3 These General Conditions of Sale and the Agreement shall be irrevocable for the Distributor.
1.4 In the absence of a written complaint of non-conformity by the Distributor within 30 (thirty) days from the receipt of the Products, the deliveries dispatched by the Supplier are deemed to be 
fully accepted, despite differing from what indicated in the order confirmation with regard to the Products’ types, quantity or commercial conditions.  
 
2. ORDERS AND SPECIFICATIONS
2.1 The range shown on the Supplier’s web-site, “Web-Order” system and online or printed catalogue does not represent a legally binding offer but a non-binding online or printed catalogue.
2.2 The Distributor will order the Products required by accessing the reserved “Web-Order” area or via fax/e-mail. Submission of an order proposal by the Distributor implies the consent to 
receive the Supplier’s communications described below which are exclusively aimed to the conclusion and the performance of the Agreement. No order submitted by the Distributor shall be 
deemed to be accepted by the Supplier unless and until confirmed in writing by the Supplier. Once the order proposal has been received, the Supplier will transmit his order confirmation to the 
Distributor at the e-mail address indicated by the Distributor that will be then assigned an Order Protocol Number to be used for any subsequent communication with the Supplier. Confirmed 
orders will be accessible through the Distributor’s personal “Web-Order” area. 
2.3 Any purchase order placed by the Distributor shall be intended as full and complete acceptance of the present General Conditions of Sale that the Distributor declares to have read and 
understood. 
2.4 The Supplier reserves the right to refuse an order fully or partially according to stock availability, production capability and delivery date required by the Distributor. 
 
3. PRICES, INVOICE, PAYMENT
3.1 Prices to be paid by the Distributor to the Supplier for the Products are those resulting from the Price List, as established by the Supplier from time to time. All prices are in Euro (VAT is not 
due, therefore not included) and can be subject to modification with a 15-day prior notice from the Supplier. All prices are intended for Products delivered EX-WORKS “Incoterms® ICC 2010” 
(from our warehouse in Barbariga, Italy).
3.2 Invoices must be paid within their expiry date. In case one or more invoices are expired and remain unpaid, or the maximum exposure limit is reached or exceeded, the Supplier shall be 
entitled to suspend any further deliveries to the Distributor until the overdue payment is received in full. Payments received need to be confirmed by the Supplier’s Bank, when credited on the 
Supplier’s bank account.
3.3 In case of delayed payment or non-payment, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available, the Supplier shall be entitled to apply default interests on arrears as established by 
“Decreto Legislativo n. 231/2002” (Legislative Decree n. 231/2002) and expenses at the bank rates in force from time to time.
 
4. PACKAGING AND SHIPMENT
4.1 Transport is entrusted to third parties if not specified to the contrary from time to time. Shipments are not prepared on pallets unless specifically requested by the Distributor. The cost of the 
pallets, if used, is charged by the Supplier on the invoice to the Distributor. In any case, shipments will be at the risk of the Distributor, which will also incur all the relevant costs. 
4.2 Transport obligations, costs and risks are transferred from the Supplier to the Distributor when the Products are at the disposal of the Distributor at the Supplier’s warehouse.  

5. DELIVERY OF THE PRODUCTS
5.1 The Distributor and the Supplier agree and acknowledge that the place of delivery of the Products is at the Supplier’s logistic centre in Barbariga (BS), Italy. 
5.2 No claim for missing or damaged Products can be accepted by the Supplier past 8 (eight) days after the delivery of the Products.
5.3 Time of delivery is not of the essence. The Supplier will do every effort to meet the delivery time requested by the Distributor in the order, provided that in no case the Supplier shall be liable 
for any delay that may occur in fulfilling accepted orders, except for its gross negligence or willful misconduct. 
 
6. CUSTOM DUTIES AND LICENSES
6.1 The Distributor will be liable for import custom duties, if applicable in his Country, and for any other amounts payable in connection with importation and delivery of the Products.
6.2 The Distributor shall be responsible for obtaining any necessary import licenses, permits or authorization necessary for importation and delivery of the Products.
 
7. ORDER CANCELLATION
7.1 No order which has been accepted and confirmed by the Supplier may be cancelled by the Distributor except with the agreement in writing of the Supplier and on terms that the request for 
order cancellation shall be submitted by the Distributor before the start of the shipment preparation. In case the order is cancelled after the shipment preparation has started, the Supplier will be 
entitled to invoice to the Distributor the costs incurred by the Supplier.
 
8. PROPERTY AND CUSTODY
8.1 Notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the Products, the property in the Products shall not pass to the Distributor until the Supplier has received payment in full of the price of the 
Products and the Distributor has fully performed all of the terms and conditions hereof.
8.2 Before transfer of ownership, the Distributor will only be entitled to these Products with the prior written approval of the Supplier. If a third party seizes the Products, particularly if the 
Products are impounded, the Distributor must inform the Supplier immediately in writing and also point out to the third party immediately that the Supplier has proprietary rights.
8.3 Until payment in full of the price, the Distributor shall be liable for the risks related to the custody and preservation of the purchased Products. 
 
9. RETURNS
9.1 Products may be returned to the Supplier in case of shipping irregularities, defects at the source or caused by transport, defects falling within the warranty terms. Returns shall be previously 
authorized by the Supplier’s competent office. No Products will be accepted for credit when returned without the written permission of the Supplier. No Products will be accepted for credit after 
1 (one) year from the date of shipment. 
9.2 Should the written permission be given the Products must be returned to the Supplier at the Distributor’s costs, save where otherwise agreed. The authorization number released by the 
Supplier’s competent office must be shown in the transport document together with the number of the original invoice concerning the item being returned.  
9.3 The Supplier undertakes to withdraw or replace: a) Products erroneously delivered to the Distributor under the direct responsibility of its personnel assigned to shipments; b) original 
defective items/components, or items/components damaged by transport, provided that the defect has been denounced within 15 (fifteen) days from the receipt of the Products; c) defective 
items/components falling within the warranty terms.
9.4 Any returns not complying with the abovementioned conditions will be treated as a repair bill with application of the relative fares.    
 
10. WARRANTIES AND LIABILITY
10.1 The warranty period is 24 (twenty-four) months and begins when the Products are handed over to the final user. 
Defects in the Products will be corrected by the Supplier after being informed of this by the Distributor within this warranty period, provided that the defective Products have been correctly used 
in a way compatible with the instructions contained in the Instruction Manual. The Supplier will decide whether to replace or repair the Products and inform the Distributor accordingly. In case of 
breakage falling within the warranty terms, only the component considered to be defective will be replaced, not the entire item. The Supplier shall have no further liability towards the Distributor.
10.2 Every claim must be notified by the Distributor to the Supplier using the Warranty Claim Form provided by the Supplier, with description of the fault and pictures showing and proving the 
claimed defect. 
10.3 The Supplier shall be under no liability in respect of any defect arising from fair wear and tear, willful damage, negligence, abnormal working conditions, failure to follow the Supplier’s 
instructions, whether oral or in writing, misuse or alteration of the Products without the Supplier’s approval.
10.4 If the complaint is unfounded the Supplier reserves the right to claim reimbursement of the costs incurred from the Distributor, if any.
10.5 The Supplier shall be under no liability under the above warranty (or any other warranty, condition or guarantee) if the total price for the Products has not been paid by the due date for 
payment.
10.6 Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by the Supplier’s negligence, the Supplier shall not be liable to the Distributor by reason of any representation, unless fraudulent, or 
any implied warranty, condition or other term, or any duty at common law, or under the express terms of the present General Conditions of Sale, for any indirect, special or consequential loss 
or damage, whether for loss of profit or otherwise, costs, expenses or other claims for compensation whatsoever (whether caused by the negligence of the Supplier, its employees or agents or 
otherwise) which arise out of or in connection with the supply of the Products or their use or resale by the Distributor, and the entire liability of the Supplier under or in connection with the sale of 
the Products shall not exceed the price of the Products, except as expressly provided in these General Conditions of Sale.
10.7 The Supplier shall not be liable to the Distributor or be deemed to be in breach of these General Conditions of Sale by reason of any delay in performing, or any failure to perform, any of 
the Supplier’s obligations in relation to the Products, if the delay or failure was due to any cause beyond the Supplier’s reasonable control.
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11. DISTRIBUTOR’S UNDERTAKINGS
11.1 The Distributor agrees and undertakes to sell the Products in his own name and on his own account. The Distributor shall have no authority to conclude agreements in the Supplier’s behalf 
or to bind the Supplier towards third parties in any way. In the performance of his activities, the Distributor undertakes to act diligently, by maintaining an appropriate conduct in order to ensure 
compliance with the obligations arising out of these General Conditions of Sale and to preserve the quality and reputation of the Products.    
11.2 The Distributor undertakes to sell the Products only within the Territory. In particular, the Distributor undertakes not to actively sell the Products in territories reserved by the Supplier to 
himself or to other distributors on an exclusive basis, however it being understood that the Distributor shall have the right to fulfil orders it has not solicited, even if they come from customers 
residing outside the Territory. In this regard, the Distributor declares to be aware that the Products subject to these General Conditions of Sale, as included in the Price List, are designed in 
accordance with the legislation in force in the Territory: it follows that the possible entry of the Products in markets outside the Territory may be in contrast with the laws of these Countries. 
In case of non-compliance with the commitments provided by this article, the Distributor assumes sole and full liability for any resulting damage and/or claim for compensation, thus totally 
declining the Supplier from any related responsibility. 
11.3 The Distributor is free to determine the resale price of the Products, without prejudice to the Supplier’s faculty to recommend a non-binding price. The Distributor agrees to use his best 
endeavors to promote and sell the Products, also via e-commerce platforms, in line with the Supplier’s qualitative standards, in a way capable of preserving the value of the Trademarks and the 
technical features, prestige and reputation of the Products.           

12. USE OF TRADEMARKS, CONFIDENTIALITY, PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES   
12.1 The Distributor acknowledges that the Trademarks and other related rights are the sole property of the Supplier. Therefore, the Distributor acknowledges and accepts that only the Supplier 
is entitled to apply for registration of the Trademarks or of the correspondent trade names, and undertakes not to register in the future any trademark or trade name which may be considered 
similar to any of the Supplier’s Trademarks or trade names to the extent that it may create confusion among the customers. 
12.2 The Distributor undertakes to immediately bring to the notice of the Supplier any improper or wrongful use of the Trademarks or infringement of the Supplier’s industrial and/or intellectual 
property rights, as well as any act of unfair competition.  
12.3 The Distributor undertakes to observe total confidentiality and to abstain from using and/or divulging, also after termination of the Agreement, any commercial secrets and information of a 
confidential nature concerning the Supplier and the Products, exchanged during the contractual relationship between the Supplier and the Distributor.
12.4 The Distributor shall submit to the Supplier all promotional-advertising initiatives regarding the Products for his prior written approval. In any case, any advertising or promotional operations 
– including attendance at fairs and exhibitions – must be submitted to the Supplier in advance to assess their compatibility with the Supplier’s sale and image policy. 

13. TERMINATION OF THE AGREEMENT
13.1 The Supplier may terminate the Agreement with immediate effect by written notice to the Distributor, in the event of violation of any of the following provisions: 3.3; 8; 10; 11.2; 12; 16.2. 
13.2 Any relaxation, leniency or indulgence which the Supplier may extend to the Distributor shall not in any way constitute a waiver of the Supplier’s rights in terms hereof. 

14. DATA PROTECTION
14.1 If it has not been agreed to the contrary, the Supplier will only use the Distributor’s data in order to carry out the Agreement. The Distributor‘s permission is required to use this information 
for market and opinion research and for advertising.
 
15. TERM
15.1 These General Conditions of Sale shall be effective as of the date of signature by the Distributor and they will apply to any subsequent transactions between the Supplier and the 
Distributor.
 
16. MISCELLANEOUS
16.1 Changes and amendments to these General Conditions of Sale must be in writing to be effective. There are no verbal secondary agreements.
16.2 If it has not been agreed to the contrary, the Distributor may not transfer rights and obligations derived from the Agreement to a third party without the Supplier‘s prior written consent.
16.3 If any provision of these General Conditions of Sale is or becomes invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part, the other provisions and the remainder of the provision in question shall not 
be affected. The contractual partners will agree to replace the invalid provision with a valid one that best corresponds to the economic aims of the contractual parties. 
16.4 The present General Conditions of Sale and the Agreement are governed by the laws of Italy.
16.5 The  competent  courts of the place where the Supplier has his registered office (Brescia, Italy) shall have exclusive jurisdiction in any action arising out of or in connection with these 
General Conditions of Sale and with the Agreement. However, as an exception to the principle here above, the Supplier is in any case entitled to bring his action before the competent court of 
the place where the Distributor has his registered office. Should the Distributor have his seat out of the EU, all disputes arising out of or in connection with the present General Conditions of 
Sale shall be finally settled under the Rules of Arbitration of the  Chamber of Arbitration of Milan by one or more arbitrators appointed in accordance with the said Rules.

FINAL PROVISIONS
(a) The Supplier is under no responsibility in respect of completeness, correctness and updating of the Price List and the catalogues;
(b) The Supplier reserves the right to modify, add or remove any of the represented Products without any prior notice;
(c) Notwithstanding the Supplier’s performance of tests and safety controls over the Products, the Supplier cannot guarantee compliance of the Products with the prescriptions or installation 
limits actually or potentially provided by the laws of certain Countries. It shall therefore be in the Distributor’s exclusive liability to verify the conformity of the Products and of their installations to 
the laws of his Country or any other Country, thereby declining the Supplier from any related responsibility.
(d) Installation of our specific articles for motor vehicles is guaranteed only if the vehicle is not provided with after-market accessories or original optional accessories of the production company.



HEADQUARTERS:
GIVI S.p.A _Flero (BS) Italy  
Fax +39 030 35 80 518 
info@givi.it _www.givi.it

BRASIL:
GIVI DO BRASIL LTDA 
Ph. +55 12 3644 8025 _Fax +55 12 3644 8029 
info@givi.com.br _www.givi.com.br

FRANCE:
GIVI FRANCE 
Ph. (04) 72 25 79 41 _Fax (04) 72 25 03 73 
givi.france@givi.fr _www.givi.fr

GERMANY:
GIVI DEUTSCHLAND GmbH 
Ph. (0) 911 955100 _Fax (0) 911 9551022 
office@givi-deutschland.de _www.givi.de

MALAYSIA:
GIVI ASIA SDN BHD 
Ph. (603) 6028 3800 _Fax (603) 6028 1300 
enquiry@givi.com.my _www.givi.com.my

SPAIN:
GIVI CONCESSIONAIRES IBERICA S.L.U.
Ph. (93) 8906820 _Fax (93) 8906202 
givi@givi.es _www.givi.es

UK:
GIVI UK LTD 
Ph. (01327) 706220 _Fax (01327) 706239 
info@givi.co.uk _www.givi.co.uk

USA:
GIVI USA INC
East Coast _Ph. (704) 679 4123
West Coast _Ph. (775) 359 0900
info@giviusa.com _www.giviusa.com

VIETNAM:
GIVI VIETNAM CO. LTD.
Ph. +84 72 3769137 _Fax +84 72 3769120
info@givi.com.vn _www.givi.com.vn

INDONESIA:
PT GIVI INDONESIA
Ph. +6221 7588 2582 _Fax +6221 7588 2431
info@givi.co.id _ www.givi.co.id

CHINA:
DONGGUAN GIVI TRADING CO. LTD.
Ph. + 86 769 22992660 _Fax+86 769 22992680
service@givicn.com _ www.givimoto.com
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